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OUR EDUCATION WILL:

ATTRACT CUSTOMERS AND MAKE THEM SUCCESSFUL, 

PASSIONATE ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS, 

LOYAL TO DAVINES, 

STRENGTHEN OUR DISTINCTIVE POSITIONING, 

OFFERING THEM UNIQUE EXPERIENCES, 

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF THE PROFESSIONAL AND CONSEQUENTLY OF THE 
PERSONAL LIFE OF OUR CUSTOMERS.

OUR HISTORY
1983

The Bollati family founded Davines in Parma, 
Italy. The Company starts its journey as a research 
laboratory specializing in manufacturing top quality 
products for hair and skin treatments on behalf of 
internationally renowned cosmetics houses.

1993

The Davines trademark is born as a brand of beauty 
products intended for professional customers, which 
are designed, formulated and manufactured at its 
headquarters and laboratories in Parma.

1996

The cosmetics division [comfort zone] is founded to 
work for the most distinguished thermal spas and 
beauty centers.

2004 - 2007

Davines becomes an international brand and branches 
are opened in London, Paris, Mexico City and New 
York.

2010

Davines Academy opens in London, and an exclusive 
collaboration begins with Angelo Seminara, who 
becomes Davines Artistic Director.

2013

Davines Academy opens in Paris.

2014

Opening of the new branch in Deventer, Netherlands.

2015

Opening of the new academy in New York. Our 
brand is distributed in 95 countries and relies on a 
multicultural staff coming from 31 different countries.

2016

Davines achieves B Corporation Certification.

Parma, Italy New York, USA

London, UK Paris, France

Deventer, Holland Mexico City, Mexico

THE DAVINES JOURNEY
The information begins in the “discovery” classes with demonstrations and product knowledge. The “Immerse” level builds on that information as an 
extension through hands-on practical work. “Advanced” courses challenges those acquired skills to develop specialized techniques based on principles and 
theories. “Master” your craft through exclusive series of classes that will separate you from competitors.

MASTER

ADVANCE

IMMERSE

DISCOVER

DISCOVER: To see, find knowledge….learn. Discover the foundations of 
Davines through introduction classes supported by demonstrations and 
product knowledge.

IMMERSE: Expand knowledge and skills through the hands-on studies of 
principles, theories and techniques.

ADVANCE: Create signature looks for your clients by perfecting your craft 
through advanced techniques and artistry. 

MASTER: Learn proficiency at the highest level with Davines exclusive signature 
series of courses developing skills, procedures and business opportunities. 

MISSION

Di
DISCOVER

Im
IMMERSE

Ad
ADVANCE Ma MASTER
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Discover the looks and the techniques behind the latest Davines collection created by Angelo 
Seminara. This intimate, Davines Collection Workshop is designed to inspire the participants 
and give them the tools they need to diversify their daily salon work and enrich their offer to 
clients. This seminar is taught by Angelo’s closest team.

Course Content:

•  Concept presentation
•  Demo on live models
•  Hands-on practice with mannequin heads

Recommended Experience Level:

This is a creative cut and colour course for experienced colourists and stylists. A good 
knowledge of the entire Davines Colour Space is recommended.

Duration:   1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 12

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £400

Course Dates: 

30/07/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

ANGELO SEMINARA
INTERNATIONAL ARTISTIC DIRECTOR

An 11 year old Seminara started his career as 
a barber in his small Italian hometown. Since 
then, he has gone from strength to strength, 
moving from Rome to London and embarking 
on high fashion and celebrity work. Angelo 
inspires the work of hair professionals around 
the world with his creative drive and passion. 
As Davines Artistic Director, Angelo continues 
to delight in creating new shapes and textures 
and constantly pushing the boundaries – seeing 
hair as a fabric.

Today, Angelo Seminara is considered an 
international hair-styling icon, winning the coveted “British Hairdresser of the 
year” award in 2007, 2010, 2012 and 2016. His creative drive and passionate 
approach have inspired the work of hair stylists all over the world.

www.angeloseminara.com

1. COLLECTION WORKSHOP

DAVINES ARTISTIC TEAM STYLIST
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The fundamental starting point for discovering Mask Colour and its creative palette. A day course  
beginning with a refresh on colour theory followed by an introduction to Mask & Davines Colour  
Space. The afternoon sees participants work hands-on with models to ensure they get back into  
salon confident to colour clients with Mask

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with models

Who should attend:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £80

Course Dates: 

07/02/2018
26/02/2018
20/03/2018
10/04/2018
21/05/2018

Location: Davines London Academy
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2. INTRODUCTION TO A NEW COLOUR

DAVINES CERTIFIED TRAINERS

1. INTRODUCTION TO MASK VIBRACHROM

DAVINES CERTIFIED TRAINERS

19/06/2018
02/07/2018
28/08/2018
17/10/2018
13/11/2018

Discover the dynamic world of ammonia free colour – here we share its fundamentals in a day 
course introducing the theory and concept of A New Colour. The morning covers theory and the 
afternoon becomes hands-on with models, putting theory into practice. You will return to your 
salon and clients with confidence and technical tools to deliver creative ammonia free results.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with models

Who should attend:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 10 

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £80

Course Dates: 

27/02/2018
27/03/2018
22/05/2018
12/06/2018
10/07/2018
30/10/2018

Location: Davines London Academy



Imprinting is a colour service which opens new creative horizons for the colourist, offering 
possibilities to create artistic results and maximise potential of colour uniqueness, because with 
a simple gesture it is possible to create permanent or temporary chromatic effects that up until 
today have only been imagined and have been impossible to achieve freehand.  

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with models

Who should attend:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £150

Course Dates: 

26/03/2018
09/05/2018
17/07/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

A full workshop of two days that explores the hair colour challenges faced every day in salons. In 
this class, you will study the theory and take part in the hands-on workshop, where you will put 
into practice what you have learnt. Colour consultation and hair analysis are mandatory when you 
approach changing colour. You will learn how to take colour out and how to add more colour in.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with models

Who should attend:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £220

Course Dates: 

5-6/02/2018
26-27/11/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

IMPRINTING SEMINAR  / 1110 / COLOUR CORRECTION

3. COLOUR CORRECTION

DAVINES CERTIFIED TRAINERS

3. IMPRINTING BY Angelo Seminara

DAVINES CERTIFIED TRAINERS

Ad Ad



The course explores the advanced art of creative colouring and a post-graduate depth of hair 
science - honing skills for in-salon creative looks and driving higher inspiration for collections 
and photographic work.

Course detail: advanced techniques, creative foil work, panels, fashion colouring, pre- lighteners, 
collection colours, sectioning patterns & placement inspired by Allilon’s current collection and 
current trends. In this course, we look at how we create techniques & colours, working alongside 
Allilon’s Creative Team and stylists for our collections. 

Course Content:

• Lecture
• Demonstrations
• Colouring workshop on mannequins
Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified Colourist. It is recommended this course should follow on 
from the Primary Colour course.
Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 8
Things to bring: Blow dryer, brushes to blow dry, pin tail comb, 11 clips, tinting comb 
( or cutting comb), wide-tooth comb for detangling.

Price: £700
Course Dates: 10-11/09/2018
Location: Davines London Academy

ALLILON EDUCATION
DAVINES ACADEMY

ALLILON is a globally recognised education company focused on promoting the highest standards of hairdressing training and was founded in 2008 by Johnny 
Othona and Pedro Inchenko. Renowned for its innovation and dedication to the craft, it offers an extensive range of courses providing exceptional education 
across a range of cutting and technical disciplines. 

The brand’s philosophy is based on the when, why and how, with a firm belief that strong educational foundations are the key to making the right decisions 
in cutting, colouring and dressing hair. Each course designed as a journey to help build a student’s repertoire, so that an all-round understanding of the 
hairdressing craft is developed. All cutting courses include lectures, demonstrations, presentation models and hands-on work sessions. 

 The brand also boasts a top team of innovative teachers who regularly deliver education globally through a series of seminars and shows, while concurrently 
producing forward-thinking seasonal collections in line with the brand’s highest levels of discipline. Forging a network of like-minded, creative individuals in 
the fields of photography, styling, design, make-up and graphic imagery, has ensured the Allilon Education Team has truly flourished in this arena, bringing 
creative concepts to life while fully showcasing technical ability and a passion for their craft.
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ADVANCED COLOUR
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The Primary Shapes seminar is designed to introduce Allilon’s basic principles of haircutting. 
Allilon has a clear and detailed philosophy, which aims to help you at any stage of your career, 
widening your skill set and deepening your understanding of the foundation of our craft.

This unique course will consist of demonstrations, lectures, and workshops on mannequins, which 
are designed to give you a great understanding in creating beautiful geometric shapes.

Course Content:

• Lecture

• Demonstrations

• Cutting workshop on mannequins

Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a stylist with competent haircutting skills.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 8

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes, blow dryer etc.

Price: £700

Course Dates with Davines:  12-13/03/2018

Private sessions (not managed by Davines): 

19-22/02/2018, 2-5/04/2018, 4-7/06/2018, 23-26/07/2018, 3-6/09/2018, 5-8/11/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

Ad
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2. ALLILON FOR DAVINES

PRIMARY SHAPES

A seminar for refreshing & perfecting colour technique, precision & knowledge - a course designed 
to discover and create new ways of freehand hair painting techniques. 

The course focuses on freehand painting and balayage techniques, practicing placement and 
technique while also discovering new fun ways to use these methods and taking them on to the 
salon floor. Formulas and creative toning will also be covered in demonstrations and work sessions. 
The class will be conducted by Madeleine Murphy, Allilon Colour Director and also nominated at 
the British Hairdressing Award 2016 for the Colour Technician of the year.

Course Content:

• Lecture

• Demonstrations

• Cutting workshop on mannequins

Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser with an advanced knowledge of colouring

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 8

Things to bring: Blow dryer, brushes to blow dry, pin tail comb, 11 clips, tinting comb ( or 
cutting comb) , wide-tooth comb for detangling, balayage paddle or colouring board.

Price: £350

Course Dates:  08/05/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

Ad
3. ALLILON FOR DAVINES

FREE HAND COLOUR CLASS with Madeleine Murphy 
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Do you have a salon and need help structuring an internal education system? 

Don’t worry, you’re not alone and we are here to help. The highly talented educators of Allilon 
are fortunate to travel the world sharing the Allilon education system and now we would love to 
give you the opportunity to have a taste of what in means to be an educator. These two days are 
an invaluable introduction to sharing our craft; focusing on the basics of being an educator and 
helping you understand how to implement a structured education programme into your salon.

Course Content:

• Lecture

• Demonstrations

• Cutting workshop on mannequins

Recommended Experience Level: 

Minimum of two years as a stylist with competent haircutting skills.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm

Capacity:  8

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes, blow dryer etc.

Price: £1000

Course Dates: 25-26/06/2018

Location: Davines London Academy
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4. ALLILON FOR DAVINES

EDUCATOR TRAINING SEMINAR
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BLUE TIT
ACADEMY

The Blue Tit philosophy believes that in the world of hair, knowledge is power and Blue Tit has the passion to share that knowledge. Their thinking and 
approach comes from being situated in London’s most fashion driven areas and from the exposure to the most current trends and styles.

Blue Tit’s experience comes from seasoned involvement in fashion magazines, fashion labels and showcasing in hair shows and seminars, both in the UK and 
internationally.

Blue Tit’s objective is to train clients in a calm environment, without complacency. They are very attentive in their training and want clients to not only excel 
in relevant modern techniques and forward thinking but to inspire clients creatively through devotion and culture.

18 / BLUE TIT  

Learn the most current men’s styles from London’s most fashion driven areas. The Blue Tit 
Barbering course will provide participants with the most up to date looks and techniques in men’s 
haircutting. This ultimately allows participants to provide the most in demand looks in London 
and keep their repertoire fresh.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models
Recommended Experience Level: 

For beginners and experienced to recall classic men’s cutting techniques.
Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm 

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250   

Course Date:

12/02/2018
14/05/2018
17/07/2018

Location: Blue Tit Academy

BLUE TIT  / 19
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ALL ABOUT THE BOYS
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Flamboyage is an innovative technique that allows particpants to create beautiful colour fades, 
using Angelo Seminara designed, transparent sticky foil invented for Davines. 

Results can range from soft and natural to strong and eccentric. The focus in this course is to create 
natural looking fades of multiple colours.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level:  

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity:  7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc. 

Price: £250   

Course Dates:

05/03/2018

04/06/2018

13/08/2018

12/11/2018

Location: Blue Tit Academy

Ad
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2.  BLUE TIT FOR DAVINES

FLAMBOYAGE

Our foundation is broken down into three primary shapes: circle, triangle and square. These 
are combined with three techniques: line, layers and graduation, to create our 9 Blue Tit classic 
haircuts.

The Blue Tit salon foundation course will teach participants the dynamics of these shapes and allow 
them to excel in the basic fundamentals of cutting hair. Our teaching is based on our understanding 
of being logical with the hair. This enables participants to make the right decisions for their shape 
and ultimately the client.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level: 

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm   

Capacity:  7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250    

Course Dates:

16/04/2018

03/09/2018

05/11/2018

Location: Blue Tit Academy

Ad
3.  BLUE TIT FOR DAVINES

BLUE TIT CUT CLASSIC
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The spectrum of creative colours is a fast growing trend and we want to show participants the 
diversity of techniques available. Our goal is to open minds and inspire participants to create 
unique colour effects in their day to day salon life.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level:  

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc. 

Price: £299   

Course Dates:

29/01/2018

03/07/2018

Location: Blue Tit Academy

Ad
4.  BLUE TIT FOR DAVINES

CREATIVE COLOURING

The Blue Tit creative course focuses on advanced techniques to create creative hair cuts that are 
actually wearable and convertible in day to day salon life. 

This is led by a focus on style and facial features, creating unique haircuts by combining shapes that 
enhance rather than detract from the whole look.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level:  

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc. 

Price: £299

Course Dates:

30/10/2018

Location: Blue Tit Academy

Ad
3.  BLUE TIT FOR DAVINES

CREATIVE REALITY CUT
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TAYLOR TAYLOR 
LONDON
Taylor Taylor London has achieved global recognition for the exceptional calibre of our hair stylists and colourists who combine their appointments in our 
award winning salon spaces with regular editorial, commercial and catwalk assignments.

Their fully bespoke hairdressing courses have been created with a clear directive to share the insider knowledge to help hairdressers develop both their creative 
and commercial potential. 

Unlike many, more formal cutting and styling courses we will work with you to create tailored programs that inspire you to create the best possible haircut 
or hair colour for the salon floor or help you push the boundaries of what you can achieve in your session styling work.

24 / TAYLOR TAYLOR LONDON 

1.  TAYLOR TAYLOR  FOR DAVINES

COLLECTION / CREATIVE COLOUR & CUT SS18 – AW18

Ad

Our principle course is based around the latest Taylor Taylor London collection which showcases 
the individuality of our brand and reflects upon our constant involvement with high fashion 
styling.

Taking inspiration from editorial, catwalk and street style our educators will demonstrate the 
current, fashion led trends in both cutting and colouring. With a clear emphasis on how to 
translate these looks for participants regular clients we will guide them through all the latest 
techniques that can be used on the salon floor.

Course Content:

•   Lecture 
•   Demonstration on live models
•   Workshop on mannequins
Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.
Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7
Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250
Course Dates: 

09/04/2018 SS COLLECTION 2018, 12/09/2018 AW COLLECTION 2018-2019
Location: Davines London Academy

TAYLOR TAYLOR LONDON  / 25



This course harnesses our experience from the catwalk runways and focusses on the editorial and 
styling skills needed to translate the seasons key looks for your clients. 

Our team will provide an in depth presentation of the major trends from the fashion shows around 
the world and will then teach the styling techniques used to achieve those runway looks for a more 
commercial salon environment. We also show how to be creative with the tools, equipment and 
product that is needed to turn the looks into a wearable style for your client.

Course Content:

• Trends presentation

• Demonstration on live models

• Workshop on mannequins

Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified stylist.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250

Course Dates: 06/08/2018 

Location: Davines London Academy

Ad
2.  TAYLOR TAYLOR  FOR DAVINES

CATWALK SEMINAR 

From high fashion techniques through to more commercial salon applications our colour team 
is in exceptionally high demand and is the fashion editors go-to salon of choice. This course is a 
must for any technician who wants to potentialise their column, keep their colour portfolio up to 
date and lean the latest colour trends. Integrating new colour developments alongside foundation 
techniques will enable participants to excite clients with new possibilities on colour. Focussing on 
creating beautiful balayage and fashion colour using different techniques. 

Course Content:

•   Demonstration on live models

•   Workshop on live models

•   Photo shooting 

Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified Colourist.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £550

Course Dates: 22-23/10/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

Ad
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FASHION FORWARD SEMINAR
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With a unique perspective on male style our specialist team houses some of the freshest talent 
in the industry. This course is masterclass in men’s cutting and styling embracing all the latest 
looks and developing the techniques needed to achieve them in the salon. Focussing on cutting 
on grooming we will be demonstrating the latest catwalk and commercial looks on male models, 
showcasing both fundamental and contemporary cutting and how fashion is changing the way we 
style our male clientele. 

Course Content:

• Trends presentation

• Demonstration on live models

• Workshop on mannequins

Recommended Experience Level:

Minimum of two years as a qualified stylist.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm

Capacity: 7

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250

Course Dates: 09/07/2018

Location: Davines London Academy

Ad
2.  TAYLOR TAYLOR  FOR DAVINES

MEN’S SEMINAR

This is a really unique event as partipants will only find out the venue in last minute and having a 
experience and taste of Taylor Taylor London.

This is combination of all the courses we offer. We will be demonstrating and presenting of 
our brand new collection for 2018 and showcase the individuality of our brand and reflect upon 
constant involvement with high fashion styling. This will be a few hours of look and learn from 
creative cutting and colouring to editorial looks.

Course Content:

• Trends presentation

• Demonstration on live models

Recommended Experience Level: 

For everyone

Duration:  Afternoon, 2pm-4.30pm

Capacity: 20

Price: £125

Course Dates: 23/03/2018 

Location: Secret Location 

Ad
2.  TAYLOR TAYLOR  FOR DAVINES

SECRET SEMINAR – Look and Learn 
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KY
WILSON

“I began my love affair with hair in Kendal, the Lake District. Such was this sudden entanglement with the human mane, I relocated to London where I was 
to put every waking hour honing my skills, which fuelled my passion to move forward. After jumping at every opportunity, I began to assist roaming the 
globe learning the ropes at fashion weeks, shooting campaigns, educating and industry shows, soon I was the one looking for a hand. My enthusiasm for 
design through the development of my own brand, helping me become one of the most sort after, diverse, entrepreneurial hairstylist within our industry. It’s 
a pleasure to ignite that fire and inspire my peers as well as my ever growing loyal clientele.

 In addition to this, collaboration with the local community is at the heart of my work, Innovative salon concepts located off grid in the worlds capital, London, 
and connecting with his hometown in the Lake District. Both warehouse locations in situ with other independent businesses ensuring every aspect is social. 
The informal and exclusive experience these salons provide is key to how The Social has become such a game changer in the hair world. A place where the 
focus is solely on the client and their hair with no distractions, where clients become friends and providing a truly unique experience. I can be your gentleman’s 
barber and your answer to the glamorous 1940’s wave. I don’t provide just a haircut, I promote a way of living. This is my lifestyle, it’s who I am, it’s what I do.”

30 / KY WILSON KY WILSON / 31

1.  KY WILSON FOR DAVINES

SOCIAL COLOUR 

Ad

The Social Colour focuses on seamless transition freehand work. We visually work through all 
of the hair and colour, the bits that need to be coloured avoiding regimented and generic colour 
formations. We chat through all the possible and achievable options taking into consideration 
condition, maintenance, cost and suitability. This doesn’t mean it always has a natural finish but 
always an envious one. 
It is often stated that a haircut is naked without a colour. So if colour is clothing, we need to ensure 
we choose one that fits perfectly, otherwise you’re better off in the buff!! Following the ethos of 
the Social Education, everything comes back to suitability and colouring is no exception. We don’t 
choose trend over appropriateness and we never sacrifice condition for need. These rules must be 
fundamental in order to produce colour work of the highest quality. 
The Social Woman is a dominant force in today’s world and our aim is to deliver beautiful enviable 
colours that are wearable for all occasions and lifestyles. Colour to us is a way to enhance a style 
and it can be done in many different ways, by thinking outside the box and adopting a different 
approach; the possibilities are endless. Bringing the feel back into the technique with a freehand 
touch, we are able to deliver seamless transitions between colours, fusing tinting together with 
highlighting. 
We look at the importance of colour placement with regard to versatility and wearability giving 
you the know how to offer bespoke and forward thinking work of the highest level.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models
Recommended Experience Level: Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.
Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm 
Capacity: 10
Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.       Price: £250   
Course Date: 19/03/2018       Location: Davines Academy



The Social Woman is a cutting course focusing on women’s hair. Its all about stepping out of your 
comfort zone and expanding your expertise, understanding our amazing ability as hairdressers 
to make women feel beautiful. It’s far more than just promoting new techniques or ‘that perfect 
bob’, its about how and when to apply those techniques and adjust them to suit every individual 
client. It’s that natural feeling to adapt what we do, not just churning out the same haircut on that 
conveyor belt most clients dread.

The Social Woman is all about reinventing the perception of “the client”. To us the most important 
aspect of hairdressing is the relationship between the stylist and the client. 

Through knowledge and understanding we are able to produce work of the highest standard, 
where lifestyle and suitability are pivotal in our decision making. We believe cutting should remain 
as crucial as ever as it plays an enormous role in shaping The Social Woman of today. 

Although colour adds a focal point to any style it is the cut that holds the most power when it 
comes to suitability, people crave styles that are easy to manage and recreate at home so there is 
no room for ‘wash out’ haircuts. The whole ethos of the Social Woman relies on the client and 
stylist connection. The vibe and energy between the two must be parallel in order to form an 
extraordinary bond.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level: Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm 

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250   

Course Date:  18/06/2018

Location: Davines Academy

Ad
2.  KY WILSON FOR DAVINES

SOCIAL WOMAN

The Social Style is bringing session styling to the salon environment focusing on both men and 
women. With insane knowledge from global fashion week, photoshoots, street wear campaigns and 
industry shows, helping us to pass on to our clientele and peers. Always taking in to consideration 
suitability and wearability whatever the occasion, executing with a beautiful timeless feeling.

One of the key elements to styling hair is the prep, this is often the cause of ‘dropping out’ so we 
hand pick the very best products to ensure this won’t happen to you. We build up from blow-
drying techniques, down styling and several up do’s, sharing our knowledge ensuring you will 
leave with the solid foundations of killer styling. The Social Woman wears effortlessly cool styles 
that she can recreate at home because her stylist has educated her with all the relevant skills.

There’s often a scarce approach to ‘hair up’ in salons where stylists literally move appointments to 
avoid doing them. We break everything down so this will never happen, we make it so easy that 
all levels of stylists will be leaving with fire in their belly to wow their clients back in the salon, 
but don’t forget, its not how long participants have been doing something that earns them  that 
promotion, it’s how hungry they are to better themselves as individuals through their craft.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level: Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm 

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250   

Course Date: 19/09/2018

Location: Davines Academy

Ad
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The Social Man is a cutting course focusing on men’s cutting. Not just plonking on any old lego 
sprayed style but giving our time to the attention to detail and picking up on most things the 
majority don’t.

The Social Man takes participants way beyond the ability to sculpt a haircut, it’s about sculpting 
a lifestyle. There is a big difference between confidence and ego and we as the stylists must have 
confidence in ourselves, which will then be transferred to our clients. Confidence forms reassurance 
and inspiration, and this is what we need plenty of to ensure clients come on board and place their 
faith entirely in you and develop a mutual respect for the time it take to perfect your craft. This 
ensures the value in your service is unquestionable, every minute is used, not wasted. 

Our multi award winning educators will showcase their vast array of knowledge and experience 
from all corners of the industry. They explore all avenues of men’s grooming including all types of 
cutting, styling and maintenance including facial hair; off loading the attention to detail needed for 
photographic and competition work.

As ever suitability is key here, we can’t be purely trend led as the Social Man doesn’t conform to 
fashions that don’t suit him, he is all about looking his absolute best, all the time.

Course Content:

Theory - Hands on with live models

Recommended Experience Level: Minimum of two years as a qualified hairdresser.

Duration:  1 day – 10am to 5pm 

Capacity: 10

Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes etc.

Price: £250   

Course Date: 12/11/2018

Location: Davines Academy
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COLOUR EXPERIENCE 
ACADEMY 

The Colour Experience Academy is Davines’ most advanced programme which will teach participants a complete 
method to offer the best colour services with a unique experience for their clients. 
The client experience is the core of the Colour Experience Academy. Nowadays clients are not just looking for products or services, they want to live exclusive 
experiences, to feel unique; we have to excite them through all of the five senses, to touch them emotionally, and more. Join the Academy to discover how to 
offer a state of the art colour service, mastering tips and tricks for an unforgettable colour experience!

During the Colour Experience Academy you will learn: 
• How to approach the colour service with a 360° professional view
• How to stand out with a unique and impressive colour service 
• How to excite customers by having them experience the full palette of the colour service: from the welcome, to the complete colour consultation, design, 
in-salon communication and ultimate experience.
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THE TRAINING PATH

The course involves 3 sessions which are 2 days each:

1. EXPERIENTIAL COLOUR DESIGN

 In this 2 day session participants will learn the key principles of hair colour design through placement, proportion and 
colour choice. It will boost confidence, knowledge and skills with all the essentials for the mastering of hair colour and 
understanding the creative process of colouring hair.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm 
Capacity: 15
Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes, hot tools;
Course Date: 5-6/03/2018
Location: To be confirmed

2. EXPERINTIAL COLOUR CONSULTATION

In this 2-day session participants will learn the principles of colour and beauty consultation based on face shape and skin-
tone diagnosis, lifestyle and fashion choices. Discover how to enhance the colour experience of customers. Participants will 
experience an interactive journey, learning successful methods to make any single colour service special, ensuring clients 
feel unique every time.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm 
Capacity: 15
Things to bring: Tools, clips, combs, brushes, hot tools;
Course Date: 4-5/06/2018
Location: Sutherland Labs (52 Shorts Garden, London, WC2H 9AN)

 



3. BUILDING THE COLOUR EXPERIENCE

In the final 2-day session participants will learn how to provide clients with an amazing experience through the five 
senses, and more, during the different phases of the salon colour service. 

In this session participants will also incorporate everything discovered  in their first two sessions to enhance the 
success of your colour service and to build a unique experience in their salon.

Duration:  2 days – 10am to 5pm 
Capacity: 15
Things to bring: Salon price list for treatments and services
Course Date: 8-9/10/2018
Location: Sutherland Labs (52 Shorts Garden, London, WC2H 9AN)

TOOLS

You will receive: 
• Course materials to support the learning process 
• Communication materials to be recognized as a Colour Experience Expert 
• Consultation tools to be used in salon to provide an experiential colour service 
You’ll be trained on how to use the take-home Colour Experience Consultation Box and the Colour Coach APP 

COLOUR EXPERIENCE ACADEMY COST:

This all inclusive course costs £1,200 for 3 x 2 days.
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23rd September 2018

STAY TUNED!
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DAVINES ACADEMY 

Food & Beverages:

All courses include refreshments and a light working lunch will be available for ITC Mask/A New Colour and Colour Correction courses.

CANCELLATION POLICY

Strictly as follows:

Within 28 – 15 days from event results in a 50% cancellation fee.

Within 14 days of event results in a 75% cancellation fee.

Within 7 days results in a 100 % cancellation fee.

Davines UK & Ireland 

5 Great Queen Street London 

WC2B 5DG +44(0)203 301 5449  

infouk@davines.it 

www.davines.it


